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Abstract 
We use a new approximation measure, the differential approximation ratio, to derive 
polynomial-time approximation algorithms for minimum set covering (for both weighted and 
unweighted cases), minimum graph coloring and bin-packing. We also propose differential- 
approximation-ratio preserving reductions linking minimum coloring, minimum vertex covering 
by cliques, minimum edge covering by cliques and minimum edge covering of a bipartite graph 
by complete bipartite graphs. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In [7], we have axiomatized an approximation framework more compatible with 
the optimization theory. This study has led us to adopt the differential approximation 
measure, i.e., the ratio 
&4Z) = 
o(Z) - l(Z) 
a(Z) - P(Z)’ 
where, given an instance Z of a combinatorial problem Ii’, o(Z), n(Z) and P(Z) are the 
values of the worst-case solution, the approximated one (provided by algorithm &‘, 
supposed to feasibly solve problem ZZ), and the optima1 one, respectively. 
Let us note that several researchers [2,20] have occasionally used the same ratio. For 
instance, Ausiello et al. [2] use it to devise approximation-ratio preserving reductions. 
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More recently, Vavasis [20] has used the same ratio to produce elegant polynomial 
approximation results for indefinite quadratic programming. As we show here, the dif- 
ferential approximation thought process in complexity theory is very convenient, not 
only for nonlinear optimization problems as claimed in [20], but also for combinatorial 
optimization problems. The reasons evoked to justify the choice of this ratio were very 
close to the ones of [7], but this choice was incompletely justified; in particular, no 
axiomatic approach was presented and, moreover, the use of the differential ratio was 
restricted to particular problems. 
We believe that the problem of the choice of an approximation ratio respecting, as 
much as possible, the framework of the optimization theory, is important enough to 
be the subject of a global and thorough study. That is why we have undertaken to 
extend the work presented in [7] by reconsidering the whole approximation theory and 
especially the points that have to be redefined following the choice of the differential 
approximation ratio. 
For the sake of paper’s size, we do not recall here the main definitions upon which 
differential polynomial approximation is based. These definitions are given and dis- 
cussed in [7]. Let us simply draw one’s attention to the notion of the equivalence 
introduced in [7], called in the sequel by afine-equivalence. One of the main features 
of the differential approximation is that it remains stable under affine-equivalence. For 
instance, in this framework, minimum vertex covering and maximum independent set 
are equi-approximable. 
In Section 2, we give positive polynomial approximation results for both the weighted 
and unweighted versions of minimum set covering problem; in Section 3, we present 
a constant-ratio polynomial time approximation algorithm for minimum graph coloring 
problem and we transfer this result to minimum vertex covering by cliques, to min- 
imum edge covering by cliques and to minimum edge covering of a bipartite graph 
by complete bipartite graphs, by continuous reductions; moreover, we give a negative 
result concerning the approximability of these problems by polynomial time approx- 
imation schemata; finally, in Section 4, we present a positive result for bin-packing 
problem. 
2. Set covering 
Given a collection Y (191 = n) of subsets of a finite set C (/Cl = m) satisfy- 
ing lJs_EYSi = C, a cover is a subcollection 9” C Y such that USiE9, & = C and 
the minimum set cover problem (SC) is to find a cover of minimum size. A nat- 
ural generalization of SC is the one where we consider that the subsets have posi- 
tive weights w(Si) = wi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and the objective is to minimize the sum of 
the weights of a cover of C. We denote by WSC the weighted version 
of SC. 
For SC and for the standard approximation theory, Lund and Yannakakis [18] have 
proved that SC cannot be approximated within clogn for any c< i unless NP is 
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included in DTIME[np”‘y’os” ] (conjecture almost as unlikely as P=NP). On the other 
hand, Johnson [ 141 and Lovasz [ 171 for the unweighted case, and Chvatal [5] for 
the weighted one, have proved that the natural greedy algorithm achieves an ap- 
proximation ratio of 1 + In A, where A = maxs, E .y ISil. More recently, Halldorsson 
[ 121, using a beautiful local improvement technique, proposes an approximation algo- 
rithm with improved approximation ratio of 17/30 +- In A + E in time of &(t”), for 
s+o. 
In the framework of the differential approximation, SC cannot be approximated within 
a (universal) constant unless P =NP. The arguments: minimum vertex covering and 
maximum independent set are approximate-equivalent and the former is a subproblem 
of SC; the approximation ratio for maximum independent set remains invariant for both 
the standard and the differential approximation points of view and, moreover, maximum 
independent set is not approximable within a constant unless P = NP [ 11; so, the result 
for SC is immediately deduced. 
In this paper, we give an approximation algorithm solving SC within a ratio depend- 
ing on the instance size. In what follows, we treat the instances of SC in terms of 
their characteristic bipartite graph B defined in Definition 1. 
Definition 1. The characteristic bipartite graph B = (S, C, E) of SC is the bipartite graph 
with color classes S, representing the family 9, and C, representing the set C, and 
with edge-set E containing an edge SiCj if the set Si contains the element cj. In the 
case of WSC, the set S of vertices of B is weighted. 
Let us note that we can narrow our study to instances of SC (resp., WSC), where 
every element of C belongs to at least two sets (if this is not the case, the sets contain- 
ing an element not contained by another set belong to every solution); consequently, 
we assume that all the vertices of the characteristic graph have degrees greater than, 
or equal, to 2. 
Moreover, we denote by wi the weight of vertex ,si E S, by T(Ui) the set of neigh- 
bors of vertex Ui, and by 6i the degree (IT(V of Ui E S U C; A = max, Es 6i (the 
maximum-set cardinality of the SC-instance); finally, given a set V of vertices, let us 
denote by r(V) the set U,, E y T(ui). 
Algorithm 1. A polynomial time approximation algorithm for SC. 
BEGIN 
SCtS; 
s'c0; 
FOR siESC DO ri c(wi/Si) OD 
FORVES~UCDO t(v)+-a OD 
WHILE 3SiCj EE such that L’(si)=f(Cj)=a DO 
sOc +- argrsax,l,, l E,/(s,)=/(c,)=a {ri>; 
3’ + s’u {so}; 
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sctsc\{s~}; 
E +- E\ {s&:ck E I}; 
FOR ck E c such that bk = 1 DO [(ck) +- i OD 
FORS~ES~:~C~ET(S~),~(~~)=~DO Qsl)ti OD 
OD 
s’ts\S’; 
END. 
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 is a O(max{]E],n logn}) approximation algorithm fir 
WSC achieving approximation ratio [l/(d + l)], where d = max,iEs{6i}. 
Proof. In Algorithm 1, the “operation” argmax takes, at most, time O(n logn); for 
the rest, the algorithm operates with respect to the edges of B; so, its complexity 
is O(max{ [El, n log n}). 
Let us consider the following maximization problem WSC: “find a subset 2’ of Y 
of maximum weight such that, for every element c of C, there exists a set Sk of Yp\g’ 
such that c E Sk”. 
This problem is affine-equivalent to WSC. In particular, the corresponding affine 
transformation is x H 1. w - x, where w is the cost vector of WSC. Algorithm 1 is 
adapted to WSC which, by equivalence, provides also a solution for WSC. 
We prove now that the algorithm finally returns a set S’ such that T(S \ s’) = T(S’) 
= c. 
In fact, Algorithm 1 is devised in such a way that in the finally surviving bipartite 
graph (let us denote it by B’ = (9, C,E’)), the degree of all the vertices of C is greater 
than, or equal to, 1. This is due to the labelling G performed by the algorithm; once a 
vertex of C is labelled by i, it preserves this label up to the end of the execution of the 
algorithm, so do its neighbors which cannot be taken in the solution 3’; furthermore, 
the only surviving edges are incident to set S’; hence, $ is a feasible solution of WSC 
and S’ a feasible one for WSC. 
Let us now prove that for every element si of S’, there exists cj linked to si such 
that Sj= 1. 
If this is not true, then si would not be labelled by i, so it would be possible to the 
WHILE loop to continue; this ensures the maximality of the set s’ and, consequently, 
the minimality of the set S’. 
We are going to estimate the value ;i’ of 3’; we note that the edges removed during 
the execution of Algorithm 1 are exactly the ones incident to s’; so, ;i’ = Csicj E E,E, r’. 
Moreover, for every element S’ of S’, there exists at least cj linked to si such that Sj = 1 
in B’; hence, since the degree of every element of C is at least equal to 2 in B (the 
initial graph), one of the edges incident to cj has been removed by the algorithm and, 
moreover, this edge has weight greater than the surviving one; thus, the weight of the 
removed edge is greater than (l/d)W’. So, 2 = xsrEf w’>( l/d) C,, ES, wi = (l/d) 
(C,, ES w’ -CsiE~~i) or 2 3 (C,,,s~i)/(d + 1). 
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If /? is the optimal solution value of WSC, then p < C,, Es wi. 
Finally, if 03’ is the worst case solution for WSC, we have 6’ = 0. 
The expressions for 2, j? and 0’ yield to an approximation ratio ll’//? > l/(d + 1) 
for WSC. 
Since WSC and WSC are affine-equivalent, the approximation ratio for WSC, the 
solution of which is given by the set S’ constructed at the last step of Algorithm 1, is 
also greater than l/(d + 1). 0 
If the instances of SC do not satisfy condition that every element of C belongs to 
at least two sets of 9, then we preprocess them as follows: if there exists an element 
of C contained in only one Si E Y’, we set Si in the solution; we update sets 9 
and C (we delete sets already added in the solution and the elements covered by 
these sets); we repeat this preprocessing until either the surviving instance is empty, 
or every element of C belongs to more than one set; in the second case, we complete 
the solution by calling Algorithm 1 on the surviving SC-instance. It is easily verified 
that the approximation ratio for the so constructed solution remains the same, equal 
to l/(A + 1). 
For the case of unweighted SC, we can refine the analysis of Algorithm 1 to achieve - 
a slightly better approximation ratio. Let us denote by SC the equivalent maximization 
problem for SC and let 2, B’ and 6’ be as above; then, obviously, 0’ = 0. 
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that 2 > n/(A + 1). 
For the optimal solution value b’, we reason as follows: the complement, with respect 
to the vertex-set S of a feasible solution for SC, constitutes a feasible solution for SC, 
every such solution being of cardinality greater than, or equal to, m/A (recall that 
m= ICI); so, @<n-m/A. Let us suppose that n<m, then ,!?<n-(n/A)= [(A - l)/A]n. 
From n’ and ,8’, we get: ?/p 2 [n/(A + 1 )][A/[(A - 1 )n]] = A/[(A - l)(A + l)] > 
l/A. 
For the case m <n now we have proposed and studied in [7] an O(m2,5) polynomial- 
time (i )-differential approximation algorithm (based upon matching techniques) for SC 
(the asymmetry between the cases m <n and m 3 n is due to the fact that, in order to 
be as restrictive as possible, we consider o = min{m,n}). 
The combination of the two algorithms is outlined in the Algorithm 2 and Theorem 2 
summarizes the above discussion on unweighted SC. 
Algorithm 2. A differential polynomial-time approximation algorithm for SC 
BEGIN 
CASE (m,n) DO 
m<n: execute the algorithm of [71 ; 
m >n: execute algorithm I; 
END. 
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 is a polynomial time approximation algorithm for SC 
achieving d&erential approximation ratio greater than, or equal, to l/A. 
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3. Differential approximation results for coloring problems 
3.1. ~~~erentia~ pproximation algorithms for minimum graph coloring 
In the graph coloring problem (C), we are given a graph of order n and wish to 
color its vertices with as few colors as possible, so that no two adjacent vertices receive 
the same color. 
Let us describe how, for C, the worst-case solution appears as na~rally as the 
optimal one in the formulation of the problem. 
Consider a graph G = ( V,E) of order IZ and let A be its edge-vertex incidence matrix. 
In order to define C as a linear integer program, we have to define a priori a set of 
eventual colors 5$; let /VI = 1. The variables of the program are then (i) y E R’, the char- 
acteristic vector of the selected colors of %?, and (ii) E vectors Xi E R”, i E { 1,. . . , E}, the 
characteristic vectors of the independent sets corresponding to each one of the I colors. 
More precisely, C can be formulated as follows: 
c= 
‘min1.y 
A.&d1 ViE{1,...,1’} 
xj-yil<o YE.E{l,...,I) 
,c, Xi= 1, 
Yf W)‘, 
xj E (0, I > tJiE{l,...,l}. 
We distinguish four blocks of constraints: the I stability constraints of xi, the 1 exclu- 
sion constraints meaning that if color i is not selected, then the independent set having 
characteristic vector Xi is empty, the partition constraint guaranteeing that every vertex 
is colored by exactly one color, and finally, the O-l usual constraints for the character- 
istic vectors. We can choose n = I, i.e., we consider that there is no more colors than 
vertices in G. This very simple remark supposes that we have anyway a certain initial 
knowledge of the problem without which we would not be able to define y. Solution 
y = 1 corresponds to the solution where we affect a distinct color per vertex, solution 
“unwarranted” and feasible for every graph G. 
The approximation of C (in the standard ~mework~ is known to be a pa~icul~ly 
difficult problem (a broad and very interesting presentation of previous approximation 
results on C is given in [9]). Recently, Lund and Yannakakis [18] have proved that 
there is a 6 >O such that C cannot be approximated with ratio nb unless P = NP. 
The best positive (conventional) approximation result for C is the one of Halldorsson 
[lo] and guarantees an approximation ratio of 0(~{loglog~)2/(log~)3) for C (for the 
case of the 3-coloring - when dealing with 3-colorable graphs -, Blum [3] has given 
slightly better approximation result of 0(n3’8poly log n)). 
In [6], we have devised a polynomial-time differential approximation algorithm for C 
guaranteeing an approximation ratio of i. As in Section 2, we transformed C into an 
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affine-equivalent maximization problem C; then, by solving it, we constructed a solution 
for C with the same approximation ratio. 
The problem c is the following: “given a graph G = (V,E), find a partial subgraph H 
of G (the complement of G) having a maximum number of edges and such that (i) H 
is acyclic (or, equivalently, H is a forest), and (ii) every connected component (tree) 
of H is included in a clique of G”. 
The algorithm of [6] initializes the solution of c by a maximum matching of G and 
then greedily completed this solution to obtain a maximal feasible one for C. 
The following theorem summarizes the relative result of [6]. 
Theorem 3 (Demange et al. [6]). 
0 C is qjine-equivalent to C. 
l C and c udmit an O(FZ~.~) (i)-differential approximation algorithm. 
l The approximation factor i is tight for the algorithm. 
Despite the fact that the result of Theorem 3 is substantially improved in the sequel, 
it has its own interest since it is obtained by forwardly exploiting the notion of affine- 
equivalence introduced in [7]. 
In almost the same spirit of [6], Hassin and Lahav [ 131 have devised another dif- 
ferential approximation algorithm for C. This algorithm starts by computing a greedy 
(minimal) partition of V(G) into independent sets of size at most 3 and by assigning 
a color per independent set. 
As it is proved in [13], the so devised algorithm achieves in 0(n2.5) a differential 
approximation ratio i for C; moreover, this bound is tight for the algorithm of [13]. 
Let us note that the thought process of the algorithm of [ 131 cannot be easily im- 
proved starting, for instance, by larger independent sets. Really, in the elegant induction 
on the order of the surviving graph proving the result of [ 131, the fact that one can 
find in polynomial time a maximum collection of independent sets of size 2, as the one 
considered in the algorithm, plays a crucial role. So, whenever we start by considering 
larger independent sets than the ones considered by the algorithm of [ 131, we need, in 
order to obtain a better ratio, to devise another algorithm with differential approximation 
better than i for the case where the instance of C has bounded independence number. 
From a careful reading of Algorithm 1 and the one of [6], one can establish a con- 
nection between SC and C. This connection has been nicely explained by Halldorsson 
[ 111 who has devised a coloring polynomial-time differential approximation algorithm 
attaining differential approximation ratio of $. More recently, the same author [ 121, 
always by exploiting the connection of C with SC, has improved this ratio to i. 
Can we improve the above results, at least for restricted classes of C? 
Consider a graph G of maximum degree A and recall the famous (non-constructive) 
theorem of Brooks [4]: “if G is a connected graph and if G # Kd+l, then it is 
A-colorable”. 2 
* By K,, we denote a complete graph on t vertices 
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Lovhz has given, in [16], an elegant constructive proof of Brooks’ theorem, pro- 
viding an algorithm which finds a A-coloring of a graph, in O(An) steps, where A is 
the maximum degree of the input-graph G. 
It is easy to see that if we use the algorithm of Lo&z in the differential approxima- 
tion framework - and given that the problem of coloring the vertices of a graph by two 
colors is polynomial -, its differential approximation ratio is equal to (n - A)/(n - 3). 
Let us now consider the class of graphs with A =0(n); for this class, we have 
(n-A)/@-3)=1-o(1). 
On the other hand, let us revisit for a while the coloring-result of [3] for the 
3-colorable graphs, mentioned above. It is immediate that the use of the algorithm 
of [3] as differential approximation algorithm for the minimum coloring in such graphs 
induces a differential approximation ratio of [n - o(n)]/(n - 3) = 1 - o( 1). 
The following proposition summarizes the two restricted coloring cases discussed 
above. 
Proposition 1. 
l There exists a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for C in graphs with 
A =o(n), with dtflerential approximation ratio asymptotically equal to 1. 
l There exists a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for C in three colorable 
graphs with dtflerential approximation ratio asymptotically equal to 1. 
The improvement of the differential approximation ratio for C in general graphs by 
devising polynomial algorithms seems to be a very interesting problem. In any case, 
this improvement is relatively limited since it does never provide a polynomial-time 
approximation schema. In fact, a proof quite similar to the one of Garey and Johnson 
([9, p. 142, Theorem 6.101) produces the following (negative) result. 
Theorem 4. If P# NP, then there does not exist a dtjherential polynomial-time ap- 
proximation schema for C. 
3.2. Continuous reductions “around” minimum coloring problem 
The term continuous reduction, introduced by Simon [19], denotes the approxima- 
tion-ratio preserving reductions. The definition of the notion of continuous reduction 
[ 193 can be easily modified to fit the context of differential approximation. 
Informally, a reduction IT c( IT’ is called continuous with an expansion of e if 
each p’-dtjherential approximation algorithm ~4’ for IS can be converted into a 
p-d@erential approximation algorithm JZI for IT such that p 2 ep’. The corresponding 
notation is II =% IS. 
We consider in this section the problems of minimum vertex covering by cliques, 
minimum edge covering by cliques and minimum edge covering of a bipartite graph 
by complete bipartite graphs. 
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Given a graph G = (V,E), a vertex covering by cliques (edge covering by cliques) 
is a clique-system such that every vertex (edge) of G belongs to at least one clique 
of the system, and the problem of minimum vertex (edge) covering by cliques (VCC 
(ECC)) is to find the minimum cardinality of such a system. 
Given a bipartite graph B, an edge covering by complete bipartite graphs is a system 
of complete bipartite graphs covering all the edges of B, and the problem of minimum 
edge covering by complete bipartite graphs (CBG) is to find the minimum cardinal@ 
of such a system. 
For C, we have already seen that the worst-case solution consists of taking a dis- 
tinct color per vertex; for VCC, on the other hand, the worst-case solution consists of 
considering every vertex as a clique covering itself; so, for both problems, the cor- 
responding worst-case solutions have the same cardinality. Moreover, every coloring 
in G induces a partition of the vertices into cliques of the same cardinality in G (in 
other words, C in G becomes VCC in G). Consequently, any differential approximation 
result for C is simultaneously valid for VCC (another justification of this fact is that C 
and VCC are affine-equivalent). Consequently, C & VCC. 
Kou et al. [15] propose a continuous reduction between VCC and ECC (under 
the standard criterion). Moreover, a continuous reduction (always under the standard 
criterion) between ECC and CBG is given in [ 191. 
The adaptation of continuity results from the standard approximation framework 
to the differential one is not trivial at all, since the approximation measure adopted 
plays a key-role to the proofs of continuous reductions and strongly conditions their 
existence. Consequently, as one can see in the sequel, the transfer of the differential 
approximation result of C from VCC to ECC and vice-versa is not trivial and requires 
arguments completely different from the ones of [ 151. 
In what follows, we denote by IV (PV, OV), AE (1~~ OE), is (ljB, ws) the car- 
dinalities of the approximate (exact, worst-case) solutions for VCC, ECC and CBG, 
respectively; also, by fixing algorithms for the three problems, we denote by pv, PE 
and pi their approximation ratios for VCC, ECC and CBG, respectively. 
Theorem 5. CBG & VCC !-f ECC, for every positive constant E. 
Proof. We first prove that VCC & ECC. 
Let us first show that ECC & VCC. 
Let -c4y be a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for VCC and let GE = (V,, 
EE), with EE={et,..., e,} be an instance of ECC. Starting from GE, we construct 
an instance Gv =(Vv,Ev) as follows: Vv = {VI , . . . , v,,,}, two vertices vi and t+, i, j = 
1,. . , m, are linked by an edge if and only if there exists a clique in GE containing ei 
and ej (in other words, we have only to look if the endpoints of ei and ej form 
either a triangle or a K4 in GE); clearly, the construction of GV is performed in 
polynomial-time. 
With this construction, it is quite clear that every vertex covering by cliques in 
Gv gives immediately an edge covering by cliques of the same cardinality in GE; 
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furthermore, every edge covering by cliques in GE leads to a vertex covering by 
cliques of the same cardinali~ in Gv; so, PY = /IE. 
We now apply algorithm &‘r~ on Gv, and from the obtained solution, we construct 
a solution for GE (this is easy since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
vertices of Gv and the edges of GE); so, AV = 1~. 
Finally, COY = m and OE = m, since a worst-case solution of ECC is to take one edge 
as the clique which covers itself. 
From the relations between the approximated, the optimal and the worst-case so- 
lutions for ECC and VCC, we get (0~ - &)/(uE - /?E)=(wv - &)/(ocJ - /IV) and 
since this is true for all algorithm solving VCC, PE 3 pv. 
We show now that VCC s ECC for every positive constant E. 
Let J$E be a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for ECC and Gr7 = (Vv, Ev) 
(/V,/ = nv) be an instance of VCC. Starting from Gv, we constant an instance GE = 
(YE, EE) of ECC as follows: we add to GV the set U = (~1,. . , ut} of t supplementary 
vertices; so, VE = VV U U; we link the vertices of U to the ones of VV with a complete 
bipartite graph; so, EE=EvU{UtU/, i=l,...,t,j=l,...,nv}; let us denote by nE, mE 
and mv the cardinalities of YE, EE and Eg, respectively. We have then the following: 
nE=nV ft, rnE = nvt + mv, 
(1) 
aE=mE, i0v =nv. 
Let us fix an edge DW E Ev and consider the following candidate solution n; for ECC 
inGE: A~=((u~,u,w):~=~,..., t)U(E~\(vw})U(ufii:uki~~~, k=l,..., t,i#u,~} 
(t&l = Ai), w h ere by Q we denote the disjoint union of two sets. We consider as 
final solution for ECC on GE the best (smallest) between the solution provided by 2& 
and ii; and we denote by & its cardinality. 
Since mE-AE3mE--&>2t-t=t, we get 
Let us prove now that 
PE 6 tPv + mv. (3) 
In fact, let Cl,..., Cp, be an optimal vertex covering by cliques of Gv. Then, the 
cliques {Q} U Cj (there exist tpp such cliques) cover all edges of GE incident to 
vertices of U (belonging also to Gv). The only, eventually, uncovered edges belong 
now to the edges of EE ilEv. By taking thus all these edges, we form an edge covering 
by cliques for GE; SO expression (3) holds. 
Following the previous discussion, an algorithm for VCC could be as the following 
Procedure I _ 
Procedure 1. A polynomial-time approximation algorithm for VCC 
BEGIN 
choose an arbitrarily small fixed positive constant F; 
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t +- [m/&l ; 
construct GE; 
apply dE on GE; 
consider the system YE of cliques containing the vertices of U; 
j + argmini~(r,...,tI{({C E YE : Ui E C>l>; 
YE, ~{CE~~:UjEC}; 
delete Uj from the cliques of YE, ; 
the resulting sub-system is a solution for 6; 
END 
Let us denote by 9, the clique-system, covering the edges of GE and by YE,, 
i= I,..., t, the sub-system containing vertex ui E U; let also ki = IYE, 1 and IYE, 1 = 
mini{ ISP, I} (thus, kj = mini{ki}). The obtained solution constitutes a vertex cover- 
ing by cliques of Gy. The arguments: since the vertices of U form an independent 
set, sets S, are mutually disjoint; on the other hand, since the elements of each SE, 
are cliques covering all edges linking u; E U to the members of VE n VV, then they 
cover the vertices of Gv and consequently, the subcliques of SE, (where ui is deleted) 
constitute a vertex covering by cliques of Gv; so iv = ki. 
We prove now that 
In fact, since 5?E contains the disjoint union of SET, i = 1,. . . , t, we have & = 19~13 
xi ki. Consequently, ;1v = mini{ki} < (C; ki)/t d l-E/t. 
From expressions (1) and (4), we have t(nv - &)>rnE - rnv - &. 
From expressions (1) and (3) we have t(nv -/!iv)<rnE - PE; consequently, one can 
deduce PV = (w - 2~ Y@v - Bv) = [t(w - IV )Il[t( HV - PV )I 3 [(mE - b)>l(mE-/&)I 
- mV/(mE - ljE). So, by choosing t = [rnV/&l for an arbitrarily small constant E and 
by using expression (2), we obtain ??‘& - & 3 t 3 mV/E (where the first inequality is ex- 
pression (2)). Therefore, pv >PE - [&(mE - &)/(m~ - BE)] = p~( 1 - &). This concludes 
the proof of the statement VCC !-F ECC. 
We prove now that CBG & VCC. 
Consider a graph BB = (VL, Vi, EB) (IEBI = mB), instance of CBG, and suppose the 
existence of a polynomial-time pv-approximation algorithm for VCC. We construct an 
instance Gv = (Vv,Ev) of VCC as follows: VV = EB (I Vvl = IZV = mB); two vertices 
are linked in Gv if and only if the endpoints of the corresponding edges of EB form 
either a K~,J or a K~,J in Bg. 
It is easy to see that the worst-case solution for BR is to consider that each edge is 
a Ki.1 covering itself; on the other hand, the worst-case solution for Gv is to consider 
each vertex as a clique K1 covering itself; so, 05 = (OV = mB. 
Furthermore, by the way Gv is constructed, every clique Kt on Gv constitutes a 
complete bipartite subgraph with t edges on Bg; so, 2~ = 1~ and BV = fls. 
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Therefore, we have (0s - &))/(w, - /?B) = (0~ - &)/(w, - /Iv) and, since this is 
true for every algorithm solving VCC, we conclude that PB 2 pi,. q 
From Theorem 5, using the facts that CBG & VCC and ECC ==& VCC one can 
deduce the following theorem concluding the section. 
Theorem 6. C, VCC, ECC and CBG admit a polynomial-time difSerentia1 approx- 
imation algorithms guaranteeing approximation ratios greater than, or equal to, i. 
On the other hand, assuming P # NP, none of C, VCC and ECC admits a diSferentia1 
polynomial-time approximation schema. 
In [ 151, a heuristic, called H, is proposed for ECC (and by continuity, for C 
and VCC) and it is proved that its approximation ratio tends to co (for the stan- 
dard approximation framework). We have tried to analyze the approximation behavior 
of H with the ratio adopted here. In any case we can prove a weaker (but interesting) 
result, namely, the differential approximation ratio of H is smaller than i. 
4. A constant-ratio polynomial time differential approximation algorithm 
for bin packing 
In the bin packing problem (BP), we are given a finite set L = {xi,. . . ,x,} of n 
rational numbers and an unbounded number of bins, each bin having a capacity no 
more than 1; we wish to arrange all of these numbers in the fewest possible bins, in 
such a way that the sum of the numbers in each bin respects its capacity (is no more 
than 1). 
A broad discussion of, older, approximation strategies for BP is performed in [9]; 
the strongest approximation result (in the framework of the standard approach) for 
the problem is the one of Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [8] where it is proved 
that BP can be solved in linear time by an asymptotic polynomial time approximation 
schema. 
For the differential approximation, we do not still know if such a schema for BP 
exists or not. On the other hand, by a counter-example, we can prove that the dif- 
ferential approximation ratio of the first-fit-decreasing algorithm is bounded above 
by $ 
In this section, we present an O(n log n) differential approximation algorithm (Algo- 
rithm 3) solving BP within an approximation ratio of f . In what follows we denote 
by f(L), s(L), t(L) and l(L), the first, second, third and last elements of L, respectively. 
Before introducing the main result of this section, let us consider the following linear 
BP-procedure BP2(L) (receiving as inputs lists ordered in increasing order) which, as 
we show in the sequel, optimally solves the instances of BP for which every feasible 
solution contains no more than two items per bin. 
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2. Procedure BP2(L) operating in lists sorted in increasing order. 
BEGIN 
IF ILI=l THEN RETURN a new bin with this unique item FI 
REPEAT 
IF f(L) + l(L) < 1 
THEN 
put f(L) and l(L) in a new bin; 
L c L \ {f(L), I(L)) ; 
ELSE 
put l(L) in a new bin; 
L + L \ {I(L)}; 
FI 
UNTIL L=@; 
the final BP-solution is the set S of bins used; 
END ; 
Lemma 1. Procedure BP2(L) optimally solves BP on rational-number increasingly 
ordered lists in which every feasible BP-solution contains no more than two items 
per bin. 
Proof. Consider a list L ordered in increasing order in which every feasible solution 
for BP contains at most two items per bin. We shall prove that there exists an optimal 
BP-solution coinciding with the solution provided by procedure BP2 CL). 
It is easy to see that if (LI = 1, then, trivially, both the optimal solution and the 
one provided by procedure BP2(L) coincide. Moreover, if IL1 = 2, then either f(L) + 
Z(L) d 1 and then the above procedure will use only one bin for both items, or Z(L) is 
large enough to take up one bin for itself and, consequently, the optimal solution for L 
will use two bins. Finally, (for IL/ 23) we notice that if 1(L) (the last and largest item 
of L) cannot be placed with f(L) in the same bin by procedure BP2(L), then in the 
optimal BP-solution for L, I(L) will take up one bin itself. 
Let us now suppose that Z(L) shares the same bin with f(L) in the BP-solution 
computed by procedure BP2 CL), while in the optimal one f(L) shares the same bin 
with an item Xk # Z(L) and 1(L) with an item Xj # f(L). Since 1(L) is the largest item 
of L, l(L)axk and, consequently, Xj+Xk < 1; so, these two items can be feasibly placed 
in the same bin. Furthermore, putting f(L) and l(L) together is also feasible (this is 
what procedure BP2(L) does). Hence, given an optimal BP-solution containing bins 
{f (L),xk} and {Xi, l(L)}, one can feasibly interchange Xk and l(L) and the so-obtained 
new solution is valid and no larger than the optimal one. 
By iterative application of the above argument on the surviving lists, one can easily 
conclude that the solution computed by procedure BP2(L) on a list L verifying the 
hypotheses of the lemma is the optimal one. 0 
Let us now consider the following BP-algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3. An approximation algorithm for BP. 
BEGIN 
(1) order the numbers in L in increasing order; 
(2) WHILE f(L) + s(L) + t(L) < 1 AND IL1 23 DO 
(3) put f(L), s(L) and t(L) in a new bin; 
(4) L + L \ {f(L), a(L),t(L)); 
(5) OD 
(6) CASE L DO 
(7) L=0 : RETURN the set S of used bins; 
(8) L#0: BP2(L); 
(9) OD 
(IO) the final BP-solution is the set S of bins used; 
END. 
We are ready now to give the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. Algorithm 3 is an O(n logn) approximation algorithm achieving a dif- 
ferential approximation ratio of 3 for BP. This bound is tight for Algorithm 3. 
Proof. Let L’ C L be the list of the items placed in 3-item bins during all the executions 
of the WHILE loop (lines (2)+(5)) and L” =L\L’ be the surviving list input of 
procedure BP2(L) called in line (8). It is easy to see that L” verifies the hypotheses 
of Lemma 1. 
Since by this lemma, the output of procedure BP2 (L’ ’ > is optimal for L” we have: 
A(L) = @l/3) + p(L”), p(L)> /3(L”) and w(L) = 11;‘l + IL”l. It is easy to see after 
some easy algebra that [o(L) - I(L)]/[o(L) - b(L)] > 5. 
Finally, notice that the more expensive operation of Algorithm 3 is the list-sorting 
performed at line (11, of complexity at most O(n log n) (if we suppose that \LI = n), 
the rest of the operations being linear in n. 
To prove the tightness of the attained ratio for Algorithm 3, let us consider a list Lo of 
3k+ 1 numbers, k E N, all equal to 1/(3k+ 1). Obviously, /?(Lo) = 1 and w(&) = 3k+ 1. 
On the other hand, &oritb I = k + 1. So, in this case, the differential approxi- 
mation ratio of Algorithm 3 on LO equals 3. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 0 
5. Conclusions 
The differential measure has a nonempty scientific content and can be as rich as the 
standard one. In any case, one can produce positive, negative or conditional approx- 
imation results, very often different from the ones of the usual theory, and the study 
and analysis of algorithms require tools, methods and thought processes proper to the 
measure used. 
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Of course, the approach pursued in the paper may seem to contrast with the clas- 
sical one. For example, graph coloring seems to be “relatively easy” when dealing 
with differential approximation, while it is one of the “hardest” problems for the stan- 
dard approximation framework. Similar considerations hold for vertex covering, which 
appears “very hard” (of equivalent hardness with independent set) for the differential 
approximation, while it is “easy” for the standard one. 
These types of contrasts confirm the crucial role played by the basic working- 
hypotheses adopted (which, finally, specify the framework within which one performs 
his/her studies and analyses), and the use of such-or-such approximation measure is 
one of the major hypotheses of the polynomial approximation. So, a problem can be 
“hard” to approximate within a spec$ic framework, while it can be “easy” within an- 
other specijc framework, and vice-versa. To our opinion, terms as “hard” or “easy” 
are not very meaningful since they exactly ignore under which hypotheses “hardness” 
or “easiness” are observed. We think that it would be better to speak of problems well- 
or hadlqt-approximated under a set of requirements. 
For example, if one considers as a major requirement for an algorithm that it provides 
a solution as near as possible to the optimal one, then graph coloring, or independent 
set (for which such algorithms cannot exist) can be reasonably considered to be badly- 
approximable problems, while vertex covering (for which such algorithms exist) can be 
considered to be a well-approximable one always with respect to the imposed require- 
ment. If, on the other hand, one requires from an algorithm to provide a solution which 
is to an extent of e, like the worst solution, and to an extent of (1 - E), like the best 
one (in other words, since the optimal solution cannot be always constructed, let us try 
to not systematically construct the worst one), then vertex covering and independent 
set are badly-approximable, while graph coloring is well-approximable, always under 
the trade-off requirement. 
In any case, any approximation framework, considered or to be considered, if it 
generates non-trivial results, has the great merit to contribute to a better comprehension 
of what can be and how can be devised efficient approximation mechanisms. 
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